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Updates
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Podcast
We are delighted to launch
a short series podcast
discussing our research
findings to date.
__
Blog post

May 2021 – We published a response to our discussion prompt asking,
what future do we want for gender?
June 2021 – We held an online roundtable with early career researchers
to explore decertification from a transnational perspective.
June 2021 – Prof Emily Grabham led a workshop with legislative drafters
and master’s students to receive valuable feedback on our draft legislative
guide.
June 2021 – Prof Elizabeth Peel and Dr Han Newman presented papers
about non-binary perspectives on legal gender at the annual British
Psychology Society conference.

What does legal gender
status mean for different
members of the public?

June 2021 – Dr Flora Renz gave an overview of our findings to Finsbury
Glover Hering.

__

August 2021 – Prof Liz Peel published a blog post exploring what legal
gender means in everyday life drawing upon legal consciousness and
discursive psychology.

Special issue
‘The Future of Legal
Gender: Exploring the
Feminist Politics of
Decertification’ is available
to read at feminists@law

August 2021 – We launched a short series podcast which will provide an
overview of our research findings to date. Listen to episode one with Dr
Flora Renz on single-sex schools and women’s domestic violence shelters.

Upcoming
In the final phase of our project, we are holding discussions with
stakeholders as we prepare a legislative guide on decertification.
If your organisation would like us to speak to members on project
findings, please get in touch.
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